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About This Game

The main goal in All Alone is to find the way out of such forgotten town.

All you have is a flashlight and voices to follow, in order to escape.
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it was taken away after some update and now i dont have it anymore SAME GOES FOR ALL THE OTHER DLC'S I USED
CASH ON. While the game is charming and the graphics are alluring (if you like the neon aesthetic), the controls and overall
gameplay are just unbearable. These are the most clunky platforming controls I've ever encountered, especially when it comes to
swinging. There's no real precision and through the entire stretch of the game I made it through I found myself frustrated.

To make matters worse, the "creavures" don't follow each other. This means you have to basically do everything in the game
twice, back to back, to finish the levels. I'd much prefer the Trine approach, where you could swap characters on the fly.

Overall the game was somewhat enjoyable. I gave this one a fighting chance because I could tell there was a vision in this and
there was a certain charm. Unfortunately, even after forcing myself through 3 hours of the messy controls, I just couldn't push
myself to finish it. Can't really recommend it. It's pretty to look at, but frustrating to play.. This has a free flash game feeling to
it and you will finish it within about an hour if you keep at it long enough.
Not worth the cash is my final verdict.. fail game! dont buy\/play it! + do not buy the badge! h3h3~ =(. I was stranded in space...
All alone. I turned around, saw a giant space ship. I entered the ship, slid into the cockpit and pressed a big button that said GO.
Many buttons appeared, I pressed the second one. My stomach rose up to my brain as I transported faster than the speed of
sound, to a very small planet. I crashed through the cockpit of my ship, due to the extreme force of stopping after flying so fast,
and tumbled onto the ground, I had broken my leg. I stumbled past a house and dragged myself to a dock. I got in a boat, there
was nothing there but a telephone and some buttons, and a navigational GPS system. I paddled my boat to a small island with
nothing but a compass on it. I passed the island, and after hours of paddling through the oddly peaceful ocean I found an island
with a house on it. I stumbled out of the boat and took a rest on the ground, I was tired and my leg was in sever pain. I was lost. I
heard grumbling behind me, as I turned around I saw a large canine-human beast. He laid by a pile of bones (which I imagined
were those of the unfortunate people who fell into my predicament.) The beast stared at me, assessed me with a blind glare, then
stated. "Feed me, and I shall present to you my stomach." I appeared to have been spared by the beast, so one by one, I fed him
the human remains, some still had strands of flesh and dried blood on them. He howled what sounded like a phone number tone,
though I was too afraid to ask him to repeat it. He then fell asleep, and I made my escape into the house. All there was in the
house was a hole with a ladder, and a bucket of paint with a brush in it. I stirred the brush around the paint, the brush took
control of my arm and had me paint a large X on the wall. The brush fell back into the container. I pressed my hand against the
X and the wall opened up, showing me a carrot. I took the carrot, and dropped it onto the floor. The carrot screamed in pain,
and vaporized. I went to look into the hole in the wall, but it shut closed, the X was gone. I climbed down the ladder, there was a
Nazi, saluting me. I turned to my left and saw a globe protruding from the wall. Words above it stated "The Core of the Planet.
Hands off!" I glanced around, the Nazi stared straight forward, as if I was not even in the room. I touched my palm to the globe,
and immediately I felt immense pain. My palm was stuck the the globe as I helplessly tugged on my arm. The smell of burnt
flesh filled the room, I used my good leg as support against the wall to tug myself free, my crippled leg on the ground,
supporting my body, now in more pain than my bubbling palm. I pulled myself free and dipped my entire arm in a nearby vat of
water. The Nazi stared straight forward, ignoring my screams. I stumbled past him, through a doorway, to a room with no walls,
nothing in it. I looked at my palm. Black, bleeding, the smell enough to knock a man out. A tear shed from my eye, as the pain
was unbearable. I looked up and saw a window had appeared. I opened the window, and crawled through. I was in a kitchen. I
opened a cupboard, and saw to abominable faces. as pictured HERE. I shut the cupboard doors and panicked, I quickly looked
around the room, I opened cabinets under the sink and saw a portal. I saw on the far end, photos hanging on the wall. I jumped
through and shut the door behind me. I turned around, and was horrified to see a monster. Pumpkins and fruit in the shape of a
horribly misshapen human figure spoke to me in riddled tongue. I quickly scrambled up a small spiral staircase in the room, and
ended up in an observatory. A man sat under a telescope. He turned to me after a few moments, and said "Holy Mackerel!
Come see this." then dissipated. I looked into the telescope and saw a large fish, a Mackerel to be exact. I reached through to the
Mackerel and inside, was a man, reading a book in a small, cozy room. "You do not belong here," he said, lowering the book and
giving me an uncomfortable stare, "The galaxy is large, yes, but you do not belong. If you do not leave, I will be forced to do to
you what I did to all the other travelers who were lost." I stumbled backwards in fear, and fell out of the fish's mouth, tumbling
through space, I felt the oxygen escape my breath, my vision turned dark and I tried to scream, but not a sound escaped my
mouth. My skin turned pale white and my blood flow slowed drastically. I barely made out the vision of the ship I had first
stumbled upon, heading right towards me. I crashed through the cockpit, glass lacerating my arms, bleeding profusely I stumbled
to the cockpit chair. I was fading fast, I didn't even feel the pain in my leg, or my charred hand. My skin was ghost-white, I felt
numb all over. I tried to cry but not a tear escaped my eye. The ship's light blacked out, all I saw was the ghastly glow of the
giant fish in the sky. I sat there on the chair, my head back, my vision dim, wondering.... Has to be one of the worst examples of
cashing in on a name that I've ever fallen for! :(
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This is no Jane's Flight Sim.
This is boring, uninspired, lifeless arcade.
Buy just about any other flight sim and it'd be better money spent than wasting it on this.. windows 8 32bit not supported!!!!
exception_access_violation error
 \t
you are deceiving people
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Interesting concepts but not exectued well enough. This game is a shoot 'em up where you pilot a ship through levels while using
various weapons and abilities to kill enemies, flip switches, etc. The controls are pretty good, not quite as tight as I might prefer
but feels fine. The graphics are very simple and I don't care for the aethetic much.

If you are really desperate for a new, cheap shoot 'em up to play you could give this a try but otherwise don't waste your time..
Quick impressions:

+Lots of unique Celtic units.

-Same voice-overs as all the vanilla tribes, which I've gotten really sick of (especially during diplomacy).. In terms of DLC
Quality this is up there with the Best you'll find anywhere in TTS. Lots of Scripting and automation with animatated element
and sound effects to dress it up and above its real world counterpart.
All the flat token elements have been replaced with 3D objects and the room its set in is themed to match the game which helps
tie it all together.

I think part of the reason it seems to get little love is the design mechanic that requires this to by a 3 player only game no more
no less, which can be a bit of a turn off. But if you've 2 friends and a few dollars to spare I'd highly recomend the investment.
Even if its just so you can see whats possible in TTS.
. yuioyuoyuio. controls feels awful, gameplay sucks, big girls smash sound cant be lowered, overall experience
1\/10...2\/10(because i paid for it). finished the game in 3 hours playing non-stop

best pixelated sex scene in videogame history. Brutal, but so much fun. I recently just bought this game, and i can't wait to play
more of it!!. Seriously legendary.

These three marvellous levels take place during the last half of the Serious Sam 1: First Encounter campaign.

Specifically, right after you finish the level "Metropolis", play these three "Legend Of The Beast" campaign levels. Then when
you are done those, move onto to "Alley Of The Sphinxes" from SS1HD:TFE, and finish the game.

You will get to kill enemies that were only found in SS1HD:TSE (Second Encounter), and you will get to use weapons that were
only found in that game too.

It adds to the Serious Sam experience. Pick up the "Jewel Of The Nile" campaign for SS3:BFE while you're at it.
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